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Education

 University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH 
    College of Design, Architecture, Art, and    
           Planning 
    Industrial Design- Class of 2015

 Colts Neck High School, Colts Neck, NJ
    Class of 2010

Work

 DAAP Woodshop
    Co-op Shop Supervisor
    March- June 2012

 Beacon Abstract LLC 
    June- September 2011 (part time)
 
 Habitat for Humanity
    June- September 2010 & 2011 (volunteer)

Computer Proficiencies

 Abobe Creative Suite CS5 (Photoshop,  
 Illustrator, InDesign) 
 Autodesk Alias Automotive 2011 & 2012 
 Solidworks 2011 
 Rhinoceros 4.0 
 PTC ProEngineer 4.0 Wildfire 
 Microsoft Office Suite (Word, Powerpoint,  
 Excel) 
 Mac and Windows OS 

Activities

 Alpha Epsilon Pi Fraternity
    Pledge class President/ Master
    Risk Management Officer 2011-2012 
    Head of Judicial Board 2011- 2012 
 
 United Synagogue Youth 
    Membership and Programming VP 
    Aberdeen NJ chapter 2009-2010 
 
 High School Athletics 
    Ice Hockey, Captain: 2009-2010 
    Lacrosse, 06-07, 07-08, 08-09V, 09-10V 
 
 Aikido 
    1st degree Black BeltPermanent address
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Cincinnati, Ohio 
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Fixing THE fixer-upper 
re-designing a hammer handle

How can you improve a 
hammer? All you do is hit 
stuff with it...



This was me
well not literally me, but I did 
the same thing

Back in the summer of 2010, I did regular 
volunteer work with the local Habitat For 
Humanity, building affordable housing for low-
income families. I mainly did framing work, 
which means lifting, cutting, and LOTS of 
nailing. 

The nailing wasn’t all that bad when I had the 
nail gun, but when I only had my hammer, I 
started to notice some issues with the Alpha 
and Omega of hand tools.  

Most modern hammers have a little groove on 
the top of the head. The function of this groove 
is to hold the nail to the hammer so you don’t 
have to risk your thumbs when setting the nail 
in the board. Unfortunately it wasn’t very 
accurate, so most of us volunteers just set the 
nails the old-fashioned way.  
 
With this in mind, I set out to design a hammer 
handle that has at least two dedicated zones 
on it. One zone at the top for short, 
accurate swings to set nails, and the other at 
the bottom for powerful swings to drive the 
nail home. 



Ideation
sketches and stuff



Nailing the final form 
pun fully intended

Alias model

foam iteration

REN prototype
(testing bottom grip)

REN prototype
(testing top grip)

I decided to go with a more 
organic form, allowing the 
handle to feel natural in the 
user’s hands. 

I made quick foam iterations 
from an Alias model to 
perfect the form before I 
made the final form out of 
40lb REN.



Final product 
renders galore

a wide upper body for a 
stable grip

a thumb notch for 
accuracy and comfort

an axe-like lower body 
for superior grip at high 
speed

the middle area clearly 
sperates the top from the 
bottom, and provides a 
good all-purpose grip



Chess Set
Goal: to design a chess set 
based around a family of 
form



This set takes cues from the from the Lamborghini 
Aventador without becoming overly  complicated. The 
icons on the pieces are designed to be evoke a feeling of 
motion, and the racing stripe makes it clear that this is an 
automotive chess set. 

Theme
racy looks, and yes 
both meanings 



First I hand-shaped the REN using 
saws, sanders, and a manual 
milling machine. Then I sanded 
and primed the pieces  to prep 
them for painting. Painting 
happened over several stages; 
first the base coat, then the stripe 
and decal layers, and finally a clear 
coat to seal it all in. 

Model making process



 

Sample Projects
a quick glance at some of my other work



 

The goal of this project was to design a 
package made of corrugated material  that 
could successfully ship, display, and trasport 
a 16 lb bowling ball. My design incorporated 
a carry handle that folds into the box for 
shipping, viewing panes to see the 
bowling ball itself, and the whole box only 
needs a single tab to be ready from its 
un-folded form. 

Bowling ball box
function and form



 

The purpose of this exercise was 
to explore retro stylings of a 
product that doesn’t exist yet. I 
chose to take styling cues from 
the mid 1940s-early 1950s and 
apply them to a ‘hover bike’ 
concept. 

Retro-Futuristic
what “being classy” really means



 

The goal of this project was to learn about 
the manufacturing process and produce a 
design that could be sand cast in 
aluminum, and easily sanded to the desired 
finish. After deciding on my final design, 
I made a 3D model with tolerances that 
would allow for the casting process. Once 
the cast was made from the milled pattern, 
it was sanded to the desired finish. 

Images: 
-SolidWorks Model 
-Pattern for sand 
cast
-Cast being sanded 
-Final

Belt Buckle
shiny!



 

Power tool
Milwaukee quarter sheet sander 
 
Goal: to bring the quarter sheet 
sander in line with Milwaukee’s 
modern aestetic and to improve 
the mechanism for attatching 
new sheets of sand paper.

Warning: Project in progress. 
more images to come as 
the quarter goes on.
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Thank you for your consideration
please don’t hesitate to contact me; critique and/or job offers will be gladly accepted!


